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This study aims to analyse the impact of religious tourists’ visits to tombs of saints. It illustrates the
effect of these visits on the economic development of the surrounding community. This is qualitative
research with a sociological approach used to determine the public acceptance of religious tourism
to sacred places such as the Tomb of the Islamic Saints in Tasikmalaya, West Java, Indonesia. The
results show that the community has made economic use of tourists that perform pilgrimages to fulfil
their psychological needs, such as peace, tranquillity, and a sense of security. Furthermore, local
governments’ development of religious tourism makes it easier for visitors to access community
facilities and services.
Key Words: change management, religious tourism, travel destinations, rural sociology, social
action theory

Introduction

religious figures (Munawar, Rahmat & Yahya, 2021). For
example, pilgrimages to the tombs of Islamic propagators
such as Wali Songo (the Nine Saints) can be very crowded,
especially during special times in the Islamic calendar
such as Prophet Muhammad’s birth month (i.e. Mawlid
Month) particularly at prayer times, which is usually 5
times a day (i.e. Isra Mi’raj Month). These visits have led
to the emergence of religious tourism, which is closely
related to humankind’s spiritual and religious heritage.
According to Heydari Chianeh et al. (2018) and Kim et
al. (2020), religious tourism has a special meaning in holy
places which have various advantages such as historical
relevance, the existence of myths and legends related
to the location, or the uniqueness of local architecture
(Bassano et al., 2019).

One of the significant natural phenomena contributing
to communities’ human existence is respect for
ancestors passed down from one generation to another
(Ephirim-Donkor, 2021; Yu-Wei, 2021; Erdogan et al.,
2020; Bruner, 1997; Long & Van, 2020). Furthermore,
commemorations and the construction of beautiful graves
in various places has turned the communities where
this practice occurs into tourist attractions (Williams &
Williams, 2007; Chambert-Loir, 2020; Glazer & Rolzur,
2018).
According to Collins-Kreiner (2010), one of the oldest
traditions all over the world throughout human existence
is for pilgrims to visit the tombs of prominent ancestors.
Visits to these graves are of several kinds and can be
divided into religious and secular, consisting of founders
of nations, ideologies, great artists, and other famous
figures. Similarly, religious pilgrimages are associated
with disseminators of religion (Radford, 2020; Cartledge,
2021). World-famous religious pilgrimages are the Hajj
and Umrah for Muslims (Yezli & Khan, 2020), visits to
the Ganges River for Hindus (Singh & Kumar, 2020),
and the Vatican (Kim & Kim, 2018) for the Catholic
tradition. Pilgrimages to religious leaders in countries
where people adhere to this custom, such as Indonesia,
can be crowded compared to visits to the graves of non-

Pilgrimage is a unique behavioural aspect of life that
deserves to be investigated. Various studies have
been carried out on the Hajj phenomenon (Luz, 2020;
Terzidou, 2020), some of which focus on it in the context
of sociology (Farias et al., 2019; Reader & Walter,
2016). Similarly, studies have been conducted on the
social, economic, and cultural impacts of pilgrimage in
this modern era (Griffin & Raj, 2018; Huang & Pearce,
2019; Rashid, 2018). Religious tourism is highly valued
by many people from various parts of Indonesia, such
as Jakarta, Sumatra, Banten, Bandung, and cities on the
island of Java (Afrianti, 2016; Chaer, 2015).
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Figure 1: Location of Sacred Tomb of Pamijahan and Safarwadi Cave in Pamijahan, Tasikmalaya, West Java

Source: Google Map, 2021.

In Pamijahan, which is south of the city of Tasikmalaya,
in West Java, the Holy Grave of Sheikh Abdul Muhyi,
and Safarwadi Cave are popular destinations for the
Muslim community, especially those from across West
Java (Christomy, 2008; Herdiana, 2016; Marliana, 2018).
Focusing particularly on the visiting of this and other
sacred tombs, numerous studies have discussed the
meaning of these sites from various perspectives. This
includes the book by Christomy (2008) entitled Signs
of Wali- Narratives at the Sacred Sites in Pamijahan,
West Java. In this text, Christomy examines historical
manuscripts and the significance of the site caretakers
(kuncen). He shows the historical importance and respect
for the ulama (Muslim Scholars) in Pamijahan through a
series of ancient stories. He also discusses the continuous
pilgrimage to the grave of the holy figure. Another
publication on pilgrimage to the tombs in Pamijahan,
Tasikmalaya, is entitled An enigmatic saint: Sheikh
Abdulmuhyi of Pamijahan (1640? to 1715?), written
by Kraus (in 1995). Kraus stated that the worship of
saints is perceived as deviant when viewed from Islamic
orthodox teachings. However, this publication notes that
the community and visitors, believe that this ‘distorted’
tradition needs to be maintained. This conclusion is
48

derived from an exploration of socio-phenomenological
customs that elevate the reality of society. To a certain
extent, most sociological and economic analyses of such
tomb sites are both religious (Herdiana, 2016; Marliana,
2018) and cultural (Chaer, 2015). For instance, the
pilgrimage to the Tomb of Sheikh Muhyi in Tasikmalaya
is a sociological and economic study based on beggars’
existence around the tomb (Riswandi, 2017).
However, many other qualities are extracted from the
religious tourism object which is Sheikh Abdul Muhyi’s
Tomb. The massive number of pilgrims has helped
increase regional income for the Tasikmalaya Regency’s
local government. In addition, it also brought about social
and economic changes for the community, especially
those residing around the religious site, including their
various businesses. Therefore, this study focuses on the
socio-economic perspective with the analysis based on
the impact of tourism on the surrounding community.
In this area religious tourism leads to social, economic,
and cultural changes. The results realised are both
theoretically and practically applicable. Therefore,
the religious aspect of the tourist location needs to be
analysed. Similarly, it is necessary to examine the
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repertoire of experiences in the social field, especially
those related to religious tourism objects, to determine
the progress and developments in the area.

Materials and Methods
This qualitative research is based on people’s experiences,
based on data collected from the area. Research was
undertaken with employees in the Tasikmalaya Regency
Tourism and Culture Office, Pamijahan Village, visitors
to the area, and members of the surrounding communities
- all through through in-depth interviews (Walter &
Suina, 2019). The total number of respondents was
20 people comprising ten visitors, six locals and four
tourism officers / employees. A more complete picture of
the activities, actions, conversations, and behaviours in
the area was realised through observations (Tracy, 2019).
Documentation was used to support and strengthen the
acquired data. At the same time, librarianship served as a
reference in analysing the problems encountered through
triangulation of sources, by comparing the findings from
previous studies. The documentation was in the form
of pictures or photos, jotted notes on the activities, and
observations regarding the impacts of religious tourism
on the surrounding communities’ social, economic, and
cultural lives (Gutiérrez & Jurow, 2016; Milligan, 2016).
Qualitative analysis was used, so instead of searching
for data frequency, the approach was to analyse ongoing
social processes and facts (Alase, 2017). Thus, the data
collected were analysed qualitatively and interpreted
using social phenomenological methods (Buchbinder,
2018; Jackson et al., 2018). The authors examined the
formal structures of the concrete social existence through
analytical descriptions of deliberate acts of consciousness.
The acquired data were based on the actions and words
of ordinary people residing around the research location
(Cooper, 2016). This was because they are the ones that
deal directly with the described situation (Kaushik &
Walsh, 2019).

Results and Discussion on Tourism Objects
This region contains a number of human made and
natural exotica which are perceived as spiritual tourist
spots. The area contains the Tombs of Saints, their
families, and companions. It also contains Safarwadi
Pamijahan cave. An attribute that makes the area popular
to the general public is the myth that this cave penetrates
as far as Mecca.
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Sacred Tomb of Pamijahan
Pilgrimage is a tradition that involves visiting the graves
of ancestors, parents, loved ones, and charismatic and
highly respected religious propagators. However, not
all pilgrims visit religious leaders’ tombs; instead, some
travel to get peace of mind and soul, which is realised
through various personal motivations and religious
awareness after a busy and tiring routine.
According to Mr. RM, a religious tourist, the Tombs in
Pamijahan village, Bantarkalong District, 65 kilometres
south of the city centre of Tasikmalaya, are regarded
as sacred tourism objects. These tourist attractions are
usually crowded during the fasting (Ramadan) period
and Maulid (The Prophet’s birth month). In fact, more
than 500,000 people visit this burial complex yearly
(Interview with RH, resident, May 27, 2019).
Pilgrims engage in a series of prayer sessions whenever
they visit these tombs before continuing their journey
to the Safarwadi Cave. This site consists of a place to
recite the Qur’an, a hermitage, a mosque, a stone for the
Hajj, and an old boarding school. According to one of the
guides, the tomb has become a cultural tourism asset for
the government. Its existence has brought many pilgrims
together because of the interactions during their stay,
especially with the surrounding communities and traders
that line the roads or stairs to the Tomb (Interview with
IY, tourism officer, May 27, 2019).
This grave is usually crowded with visitors, particularly
during Shawwal, Ramadan, and Maulid. IR reported that
for pilgrimage tours this is a favourite destination during
Ramadan. Pamijahan Tomb and Caves in Tasikmalaya
are among the most significant pilgrimage destinations
in West Java, while the Cave is considered to be a
‘passageway to Mecca.’
Safarwadi Pamijahan Cave (passageway to Mecca)
The name Safarwadi is derived from the Arabic term
‘Safar’ (road) and ‘wadi’ (valley or ravine). Therefore,
it simply depicts a road above a cliff. The cave is located
between 2 hills on the edge of a river. It is one of the
leading destinations for pilgrims visiting Pamijahan. The
length and width of the tunnel are approximately 284
meters by 24.5 meters respectively. Within the cave, there
are stalactites and stalagmites (sedimentation formed at
the cave ceiling and bottom, respectively), which add
to its charm. It takes pilgrims approximately 2 hours to
49
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Figures 2-5: Inside Safarwadi Cave

Source: Private Collection, 2019

walk down the cave. One of the frequently-visited parts
is a stretch of rock measuring about 12 meters x 8 meters
known as Baitullah Field. This place was used by Abdul
Muhyi and their students for prayers.
Besides this field, a water source, Cikahuripan emerges
from the rocky walls. This water continues to flow
throughout the year and is popularly known as ‘Zamzam,’
or water of Pamijahan, by the local communities. This
sacred water is believed to have various properties.
During Ramadan, pilgrims in Pamijahan typically bring
bottles, even jerry cans, to fetch some of the ‘Zamzam.’
It is believed that this water makes the body fresher and
healthier during fasting. According to believers, this cave
continues to Mecca. Local belief is that this needs to be
visited first before continuing on to undertake the Holy
Land’s pilgrimage.
Some passages lead to another cave, but these and have
unfortunately been covered with collapsed rocks. The
tunnel, which was important in the local spreading of
Islam, has dividers that form rooms. Some commentators
50

report that they were once used for hermitages, Islamic
boarding schools, prayer rooms, and pulpits. A famous
part of Safarwadi Cave is the ‘Haji Cap’ section, and of
course, everyone that visits there is expected to squat
because the roof is low. Furthermore, it is advisable for
the faithful to put their head into the holes that form the
hajj cap to realise their desire to go on Hajj to Mecca.
Importance for Local Economy
The village residents do not have permanent jobs,
although farmers dominate this area. People chose this
occupation because many of them are unskilled and
poorly educated. On average, there are small, medium,
large, and dominant entrepreneurs, although they prefer
to be farm labourers because they earn more a more stable
income. The merchant’s income is uncertain because
it depends on the presence or absence of pilgrims that
visit the tomb. However, assuming the atmosphere is
dynamic, traders or small entrepreneurs make relatively
good money in the region of IDR 1,200,000 to 2,000,000
(approximately US$100) every two weeks. Earnings are

International Journal of Religious Tourism and Pilgrimage
Figures 6-9: Outside Safarwadi Cave and the Tomb
Location
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similar because most traders display similar merchandise.
Conversely, supposing the atmosphere is quiet, income is
uncertain, and they make around 1,000,000 (around US$
71) (Interview with AS, kiosk owner, May 27, 2019).
Along the road to Sheikh H. Abdul Muhyi’s grave and
the one leading towards Safarwadi Cave, many people
sit silently, or work at their stalls. Beggars invade this
area, especially during Maulid, Ramadan, and Rajab, to
ask for some money - based on the pretext of asking for
donations. During the busy seasons, begging becomes
the work of average villagers because they do not have a
permanent job.
The total number of grave officers is 17. New caretakers
are only appointed when a previous one dies. This
becomes a generational process. The management office
is the same, and is run by a descendant of the glorified
Sheikh Haji Abdul Muhyi.1 Tourist guides patrol the
entire area. Generally, the caretakers’ duties involve
caring for and maintaining the tomb and directing and
guiding guests or pilgrims.
Based on observation, this tomb has several important
elements that are visited by pilgrims. According to Mr.
IY, the Head of the Tourism Sub-Office in Pamijahan,
this Tomb and the Safarwadi Cave make the village the
mainstay of Religious tourism in Tasikmalaya Regency.
The influence of these religious / tourist objects is
important as hundreds and thousands of pilgrims depend
on these sites and objects. Both the local government
and the community realise the enormous income from
Pamijahan, especially the Tomb and cave.

Source: Private Collection, 2019

1 The names of those that have served as Panembahan or Key
keeper in Pamijahan include (1) Sembah Dalem Bojong,
son of Sheikh H. Abd. Muhyi, (2) Bagus Nurkati, (3) Kiayi
Imam Waji, (4) Kiayi Imam Putra Media Kusumah Putra
Sheikh H. Abdul Muhyi, (5) Bagus Ajidin Putra Bagus
Nurkatim, (6) Kiayi Amsar Putra Bagus Ajidin, (7) Eyang
H. Naim, son of Sembah Rengka, grandson of Kiayi Imam
Waji, (8) Eyang H. Adam son-in-law of H. Naim, (9)
Eyang H. Abdul Rahman, (10) Grandpa H. Mukmin bin H.
Abdul Rahman, (11) Grandpa H. Lomri – Bantarkalong,
(12) Rd. H. Abdulloh, (13) Rd. H. Abdullah Saleh bin RH
Rahman, (14) Rd. H. Muhammad Saleh – Bantarkalong,
(15) H. Mohammad Kosim bin H. Abd. Mutholib bin
Kiayi Madthoip bin Kiayi Uba bin Kiayi Madhanan bin
Nida Muhyidin bin Sheikh Abdullah the son of Sheikh H.
Abdul Muhyi, (16) H. Mama. K Syukrudin, (17) H. Endang
Jaelani.
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Impact of Religious Tourism

Notwithstanding this, it is expected that there will be
some signs in relation to the inception of new cultural
elements accidentally introduced through economic
activities - this is known as symbolic diffusion. Before
this social change, there was a high sense of concern
among residents, however, no significant community
conflicts have been recorded. While a sense of respect
can gradually alter after contact with immigrant
populations, in this instance, there is no evidence of this,
and research with residents demonstrates that their free
time is regularly used as an opportunity for deepening
friendship with neighbours.

Social Aspects
The ability of the locals to interact with visitors both in their
local and neighbouring communities adds to the impact
of sacred sites. The negative, when viewed from a social
aspect, is that it can influence their lifestyle, attitudes, and
behaviour as they interact and communicate with tourists
from various cultures. However, these religious tourism
objects also influence the social, economic, and cultural
development of the local and surrounding communities.
Social change is measured by comparing the community’s
condition before tourism / pilgrim activities occur and
comparing to the situation after the interactions. Based
on this principle, the social needs of the village can be
identified in relation to commemoration of the religious
tourism objects in Pamijahan.

Finally, while it is a physical element, the standard of the
road facilities to get to the religious tourism site are also
important socially. The roads are well built and constantly
being repaired, despite the fact that the location of this
tomb is in a hilly area. This improves the socio-economy
of the community.

Social aspects include communicating and caring for
fellow residents and tourists or visitors during religious
activities. In this respect, the local rural communities are
extraordinarily hospitable and have an excellent internal
relationship between group members. They are willing to
sacrifice themselves, respect each other, and take on their
social responsibilities. The safety and happiness of the
surrounding communities in the vicinity of this tomb are
of paramount importance to the population of Pamijahan.

Economic Aspects
The farmers’ income is generally the primary source of
livelihood for a rural community and in this population,
it was traditionally considered enough to meet basic daily
needs. However, people can now meet additional needs
by engaging in supplemental activities such as selling
merchandise. The commemoration of this tomb as a
religious tourism object has led to several infrastructural
improvements, as well as the creation of

Communication is the main requirement in interactive
social processes. In rural communities, this is generally
intense and very different from busy urban communities.
Communication between the residents needs to be
examined before a social change in society. After the
advent of bustle and development of tourist attractions
in this area, the villagers became alive with their stalls
and their focus was on the visitors. This can change /
damage the interaction that existed between residents
before the social change of increased travellers. While
rural communities with free time and close kinship ties
tend to communicate intimately, an increase in tourists
can lead to more individualism with people focused on
commercial interactions.

job opportunities, namely traders, parking
attendants, cleaners. This simply means ...
creating job opportunities (Interview with H.R.,
village officer, May 27, 2019).
This also represents an increase in income for families.
Thus, it is widely acknowledged that Pamijahan village
has developed because of its religious tourism objects.
Moreover, the more advanced the infrastructure and
transportation facilities are, the more the number of
pilgrims increases. Furthermore, the facilities and services
have improve at a more rapid rate once the foundation’s
innkeepers began to handle them. The increasing number
of visitors or pilgrims offers residents the opportunity to
meet their additional needs.

However, there is evidence that this community still
interacts with the surrounding villages and the visitors
in relation to objects which are traded daily. The local
population are considered to be extremely friendly and
hospitable to the visitors and meetings between locals
and individuals from surrounding communities take
place and this also significantly influences this village.

The existence of this tomb, located in Pamijahan village,
Bantarkalong District, Tasikmalaya Regency, has a
highly significant economic effect on the surrounding
communities. Recognition of the tomb as a tourist
52
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attraction substantially impacts the community. One
craftsman stated that this religious tourism object
has a developmental effect, especially in relation to
employment. For example, when the tomb was not yet
recognised as a holy tourism object, the majority of
Pamijahan people were unemployed and engaged only
in farming activities. However, after it became a sacred
tourism object, unemployment decreased. Many started
businesses, which led to an increased income for families.
People were able to pay for their household needs and
their children’s education. Another craftsman stated that
they do not earn much, however, they can make
ends meet and pay their children’s tuition.
Before joining this trade, they were farmers
whose wages from the plantation produce were
merely used to provide daily meals. Meanwhile,
their husbands were responsible for paying the
children’s school fees (Interview with K.S.,
craftsman, May 27, 2019).
The surrounding communities report that Sheikh H.
Abdul Muhyi’s burial positively impacts their economy
(Interview with O.L., pilgrim, May 27, 2019). This is
evident in the number of traders along the roadsides and
on the stairs leading to the grave complex area and the
cave. Traders primarily sell dodol cakes, Muslim clothes
bearing Pamijahan, mukena (women’s prayer clothes),
traditional bamboo crafts, and the smallest and largest
tasbihs (prayer beads). Some traders also sell plastic
bottles or empty jerry cans to the pilgrims. The majority
sell dry foodstuffs in their rice stalls. Some sell typical
Pamijahan souvenirs that are rarely found, such as
handicrafts made of bamboo and toys for children.

Volume 10(ii) 2022

The number of tourists visiting the community exposes
people to new things, such as being aware of information
technology. As a result, locals are now familiar with
technology in general and several social networks on the
internet.
Technology is an element of culture, and is a strong
indicator of this change. It becomes a benchmark for
declaring an advanced ethnic culture, evidenced by
societal development. This can be due to the ongoing
contact between two populations with different culture,
namely the visitors and the local population around the
tourist attraction. The influence of various cultures blends
and affects all aspects of the surrounding communities.
In Indonesia, each region has a typical way of dressing,
including their accessories - it is one of the traits that
demonstrate regionalism. At first, the people of Pamijahan
village, with their own customs and practices, were seen
exclusively in their local clothes; presently, however,
subtle changes have been witnessed.
Initially, the villagers were involved in various local
handicrafts - making woven bamboo or drying varieties
of food which were processed by residents. Tourists
inspired residents to manufacture new forms of souvenir
such as key chains, wall hangings, children’s toys, prayer
beads etc. A particular impact of tourism has been how
locals appreciate their own craft. In this area, a high
demand for genuine local crafts is leading to enthusiastic
engagement in the district crafts, to produce unique and
attractive items to be displayed at the kiosks and stalls.

In terms of its cultural dimensions, tourism fosters
interaction between indigenous people and modern
immigrant communities. Through this process, there is
a possibility of influencing societal and cultural practices
of the indigenous people. Tourism activities change the
community’s cultural patterns caused by acceptance of
external procedures, expressed through attitudes, ways of
dressing, language, and food. The components of culture
include language, livelihood structures, technologies,
faith, art, and information systems.

Sociologically, this leads to changes in three interactive
processes: business, politics, and culture. Business
interactions are economic activities based on the adopted
material and financial measures. Political interactions
are described as relationships dependent on one or more
cultures. Meanwhile, cultural exchange is a relationship
where the socio-cultural elements form the capital. In
cultural interaction, engagements which cause change
are held between more individuals from these different
cultural elements. This results in processes of mutual
touch, influence, and strengthening, to form a new
culture.

There has been a shift in culture and social order due to
tourism. This means that native people have experienced
an adaptation process caused by a series of interactions.
This is possible because of the dynamic nature of culture.

Following the informants’ earlier explanations, the
pilgrimss objectives for their visits are broadly divided
in two, namely socio-genetics and theological-genetics.
Socio-genetic means that the environment where a

Cultural Aspects
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person lives and develops socially, interacting with
other cultures or people, affects their daily behavioural
patterns. Theologically, specific actions build and evolve,
based on the relationship between humans and their gods,
to develop certain religious norms.

especially during the dry season. In this instance, the
Pamijahan communities cannot handle this problem
alone. Therefore, a regional plan that promotes clean
water supply programmes initiated by the Tasikmalaya
Regency Government needs to be implemented.

The observations and interviews with caretakers and
pilgrims show that visits to this tomb are based on
diverse aims, many imbued with cultural value. First, the
objectives include pilgrimage for some; it creates a sense
of security and peace of mind. Because the physiological
needs and sense of safety have been met, visitors can
develop a relationship with other pilgrims. Following
the interests and routines associated with the site,
pilgrims tend to interact with other people, including the
caretakers (if somewhat indirectly). This means that they
are bound to develop interactive relationships, which are
regarded as being part of a social group. The next stage
is the appreciation phase, which can be entered when
physiological, security, and social needs are achieved.
During pilgrimages, people develop a sense of selfconfidence and self-respect, and recognition from (and
for) others. At the same time, when someone performs a
ritual, other people around the grave, including tourists
may be merely looking around; these visitors need to
respect the sanctity of the pilgrim.

People’s income tends to increase based on the annual
Islamic calendar but attention needs to be paid in relation
to the economic resilience of pilgrimage. Daily activities
are significantly reduced when there are no religious
festivals and a resultant lack of visitors. Therefore, it is
necessary to design various tourism diversifications in
Pamijahan - creating new attractions and other natural
and cultural objects for different tourist segments. For
example, the southern Tasikmalaya Mountains have
major potential, their hills, protected forests and tea
plantations could be utilised for a more varied tourism
product.
The villagers’ other problem is social welfare, which is
still relatively lacking. There are various individuals who
are unable to work in the village ranging from men and
women who are physically disabled in addition to people
with anxiety and other disabilities. This is in addition
to a population comprised of approximately 1132 men
and 961 women between 18 to 56 years that have never
worked or are not working. Social welfare needs to be
considered because there are still beggars by the roadside
leading to the tomb. This activity that adults engage
in has indirectly provided a bad example for the local
children. Therefore, it is not surprising that these little
ones will shortly become beggars.

Social Problems
Based on the information gathered in Bantarkalong
regarding social problems in the municipality of
Tasikmalaya Regency, transport facilities such as
large buses conveying pilgrims from the surrounding
communities are a cause of rapid damage to the roads.
Other problems in the area include a range of stresses that
are experienced. For example, water sources are shared
between the residents that work on the farms and the
pilgrim facilities.

An essential determining factor for sustainable pilgrimage
tourism in the area is the natural environment, and how
it influences the local quality of life. This is particularly
an issue, on Islamic holidays - the number of pilgrims
increases to between 20,000 and 30,000 people for 2
or 3 consecutive days, such as on Rabbi’ul Awwal (the
birth of the Prophet), Sha’ban (before Ramadan), and
Muharram (Hijri, New Year) months. This certainly has
a serious impact on the local economic and social life. It
has negative consequences, such as decreased carrying
capacity, lack or available clean water, and seriously
impacts on the general dependence on the pilgrimage
economy.

One aspect of water management that needs to be resolved
is that many pilgrims use clean water for self-cleaning
and ablution. This is very important to pilgrims because
of the belief in ‘holy water (Zamzam). At the same time
the available river or groundwater has long been irrigated
for the vast rice fields throughout the hilly areas and
valleys. Agriculture is still the mainstay of the Pamijahan
economy, irrespective of the fact that additional income
is generated from pilgrim travel services. Therefore,
water needs to be available for both agricultural
purposes and pilgrimage activities. Many groups have
suggested that alternative water sources be provided,

A heated debate that has emerged between traditional and
modernist Muslims is about the purity of Islamic worship
of the Islamic guardians and propagator figures in the
54
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archipelago. However, this socio-religious argument
is rarely based on accurate data from field research.
Generally, discussions on religious ritual practices in
sacred places consider them to be deviant. This debate
is not considered by most of the people who engage in
these holy visits, either in groups or individually. The
pilgrims consider their activities to be based on the
continuous respect for prominent propagators of Islam.
Their actions provide a source of livelihood for the
surrounding communities. Therefore, even though there
is an external opinion of Islamic dogma, the pilgrims’
activities, carried out at the sacred grave are respectful
of the guardian (cult of the saint) and continue to have a
broad range of socio-cultural impacts.
Services and Facilities
Analysis of the pilgrimage to ‘Sheikh Haji Abdul
Muhyi’s grave’ is based on the 4A concepts, namely
Activity, Amenity, Accessibility, Attraction (Echtner,
2002). The residents around this tomb are primarily
farmers and traders that sell souvenirs as keepsakes and
food and drinks. Some even provide lodging for pilgrims
from outside the region. Tourist activities carried out
while visiting this tomb include praying to God Almighty
because the honourable Sheikh H. Abdul Muhyi is one of
God’s beloved people; therefore, all prayers are answered.
Tourists also take pictures or images around the stairs
leading to the Tomb and Cave because the surroundings
are attractive. They can view beautiful natural scenery in
the area.
Some of the supporting facilities include (1) a prayer
room, (2) bathrooms, (3) resting houses specifically for
women, and (4) vehicle parking. Meanwhile, those that
are regularly maintained are bathrooms, rest areas, and
food stalls. There are lodges for pilgrims to spend the
night, and souvenirs are sold around the stairs. These
facilities are open daily and there are adequate facilities
to ensure the pilgrims are comfortable being in this place
while enjoying the environment of the Tomb.
This attraction has a local history, one of which is based
on the existence of this tomb and the graves of the Saints.
However, them main tourism selling point in the wider
Tasikmalaya Regency relies upon other attractions
to accommodate tourist activities. However, many
Indonesians are attracted to pilgrimage tourism because
there is a tradition of visiting religious sites, especially
in the Sunda area and West Java, where religion is still
strong. Visitors are keen on praying to God through an
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intermediary, usually the dead or revered individual.
Therefore, the Regional Government of Tasikmalaya
Regency needs to improve road access to these places,
because most tourists or visitors use private cars or public
transport for access.
The parking facilities in this area are quite spacious due to
several improvements and additions. The distance from
Tasikmalaya City Center to the south is approximately
65 km, and the duration of the journey is approximately
1.5 hours due to the uneven or bumpy road conditions. A
Micro transport system conveys visitors from the local
Bus Terminal to the tomb, costing approximately Rp.
15,000 to Rp. 20,000 (approx. US$1). The terminal is
not too far from the site, and the journey offers beautiful
natural scenery.
The Purpose of Pilgrims
Community members from across West Javea consider
the tomb to be sacred. This is because it is frequently
visited by pilgrims seeking blessings and karamah
(honour) from those buried there, such as Sheikh H.
Abdul Muhyi. Those buried here demonstrated strength
and charisma as scholars, which stems from when the
Sheikh spread Islam in the area. Visitors seek blessings
from a the dead person’s soul, as they request help for
their living relatives because the tomb is sanctified. This
is because Sheikh H. Abdul Muhyi was one of the Islamic
saints considered close to God, and people believe that
their prayers are answered through the mediator of the
tomb.
Religious tourism to Sheikh Abdul Muhyi’s Tomb and
other sacred objects in the village attracts people from
various regions in the archipelago and surrounding
communities to carry out pilgrimage rituals. As many as
130,000 pilgrims visited Pamijahan from mid-January to
May 2019, travelling by large buses, private cars, and
motorbikes. This includes 100,000 pilgrims from areas
such as Central, and East Java, Yogyakarta, Jakarta, and
its surroundings, Sumatra Island, etc. Meanwhile, 30,000
were local pilgrims from the West Java region. Within
these numbers many are new pilgrims, but many visit the
site countless times. For example, one of the informants
visits the tomb once a week, particularly on Friday nights.
Some pilgrims come alone, while others travel with
family members, or in groups. Pilgrims are from different
backgrounds and have various different goals. According
to one of the students,
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honorable Sheikh H. Abdul Muhyi’s yields more
insight about God (Interview with SH, pilgrim,
23, August 8, 2019).

every month I visit this tomb to draw closer to
God because I am God’s creation, and it is a
known fact that one day I am bound to return
to the creator. Therefore, it is paramount that I
recite the Qur’an here and be perceived as pious
(Interview with BQ, pilgrim, 21, May 27, 2019).

Characteristics of the Pilgrims
The pilgrims come from a variety of educational
backgrounds. Some finished primary school, while
others went to Islamic boarding schools. This educational
background influences a person’s mindset and aids in
determining whether the pilgrimage is following strict
Islamic teachings or deviates from the instructions
to enter the realm of shirk (duality of God). Based on
observation, pilgrims with elementary and junior high
school backgrounds believe that pilgrimage is a visit to
a place of prayer, where blessings are attracted, and one
seeks good health and strength.

Mr. AA, an entrepreneur from Padahayu that visited
this tourism site some months back, stated that the
purpose of the pilgrimage was to pray to God through
an intermediary, usually a saint, and it is hoped that God
answered their prayers (Interview with AA, pilgrim,
38, May 27, 2019). AR from Yogyakarta, who visited
with family members, gave a similar response, reporting
that the purpose of visiting the tomb was to pray to God
(Interview with AR, pilgrim, 40, August 8, 2019).
Some tourists visit to develop their faith, pray for safety,
become charitable, have a good leader, and attract the
honorable Sheikh H. Abdul Muhyi. IM stated that they
love pious people (Interview with IM, pilgrim, 64,
August 8, 2019). There were also those whose purpose of
visiting the grave of the honourable Sheikh Abdul Muhyi
was to carry out Islamic law and perform the Prophet’s
sunnah (tradition), namely pilgrimages to the tombs of
God’s saints. This was stated by a student from West Java
(Interview with FI, pilgrim, 27, August 8, 2019).

This is in contrast with the belief of pilgrims with a
higher level of education (bachelor’s education). They
believe that pilgrimage involves praying for the dead,
especially pious people like scholars such as Waliyulloh.
These pilgrims also respect and appreciate the struggle
of the ulama in broadcasting Islam. However, a person’s
educational background does not affect pilgrimage in
all circumstances. Other factors include beliefs due to
circumstances and culture.
In terms of livelihood, pilgrims that visit this tomb come
from various social strata and occupational backgrounds.
They consist of labourers, farmers, traders, students,
teachers, home-makers, ordinary people, state officials,
etc. One unique aspect is that during the election and
campaign period, political officials frequently visit the
Tomb of Pamijahan to pray.

Other pilgrims were motivated to ask God for safety,
glorify the saints, adhere to the saints’ noble teachings
that trigger increased worship, to carry out Sharia
practices, or request to be closer to God. As one of the
respondents stated,
Thank God, I have attracted the blessings of
Sheikh Waliyullah, being able to seek solace
with 50% of my wishes granted. I have fulfilled
my age-long desires, unexpected fortune, and
good health through dhikr (reciting God’s
name) severally and fasting. I visit this tomb
and that of other saints with my entourage,
yearly (Interview with UO, pilgrim, 56, August
8, 2019).

Therefore, the pilgrims are from various backgrounds,
and go on pilgrimage for many various purposes. This
is based on their mindset because of the environment
in which they live and their cultural beliefs. Pilgrims
generally adhere to the Islamic faith, although this varies
in this modern era.
The characteristics of those that visit this tomb vary
according to their social position. According to one of
the pilgrims, any community that engages in pilgrimage
is categorised into the upper, middle, and lower classes.
From the middle to lower classes, pilgrims generally
go on expeditions to solve household problems such
as financing their children’s education, locating their
soul mates, and gaining employment. However, from

Some pilgrims also visit to gain helpful knowledge of
the Hereafter, because the saint’s blessing has the taste of
love. As reported by a student,
visiting this tomb offers inner satisfaction and
the benefits of tawwasul. The point is that I want
to be close to God and visiting the grave of the
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the upper to the middle class, the pilgrims pray that the
things they already have, such as jobs, property, status,
remain (Interview with AR, pilgrim, 40, August 8, 2019).
Apart from education, livelihood, religion, and socioeconomy, the pilgrims’ characteristics can also be
categorised into several patterns. This is based on
traditional practices, religious rituals, and vacations.
There are several forms of habitual pattern in these visits.
Individuals regularly, occasionally or rarely/accidentally
go on pilgrimage and this is linked to their habits at the
site. Regular pilgrimage means that the pilgrim embarks
on this journey frequently. Occasionally implies that
the pilgrim visits irregularly - only when in dire need of
something. Rarely / accidentally is when the pilgrimage
is carried out coincidentally, and may be due to an
invitation from either relatives or neighbours. However,
before entering the tomb, all pilgrims engage in certain
activities such as ablution, followed by performing
prayers in front of the bow (pasujudan) or tomb. Some
kneel and bow while saying their prayers, which starts
with the recitation of the Qur’an such as al-Fatihah,
Yasin, and then continue with reading the surahs AlIkhlas, An-Nas, and Al-Falaq, this is followed by words
of glorifying God such as Takbir, Tasbih, Tahmid, and
Tahlil. Others use water in their preparations because of
its efficacy.
The religious pattern is divided into pilgrimage due to
worship and pilgrimage in search of inner resonance.
Some pilgrims visit this tomb to worship, with their
actions based on greeting the dead (assalamualaika, for
the grave inhabitants). Those that embark on pilgrimage
are usually rewarded for praying for the dead. It makes
the pilgrim appear calm because they feel a sense of inner
peace (Interview with FI, pilgrim, 27, August 8, 2019).
A further variance of pilgrimage is evident in the arrival
pattern to the Sheik’s grave. This simply means that the
pilgrims either visit in groups or individually. Usually,
those the groups tend to interact and depend on each other
(interdependent) to meet and realise their pilgrimage
needs and goals. They embark on a mutually supportive
visit to the grave of the saints.
Some however visit only for vacation purposes. In this
circumstance, the person or individual visits the tomb to
enjoy its natural scenery. Many holy sites serve as natural
attractions, and in this site, the tourists are seeking to visit
Safarwadi cave and see its various historical elements.
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The Need for Development Synergy
The development of this site has changed the social status
of the people from being unemployed to creating business
opportunities, such as owning food stalls, souvenir
shops, renting bathrooms, and thereby has supported
an increased education for the local community. The
increase in parents’ income has enabling their children
to continue their studies to a higher level. In addition,
this overall process tends to add to broader knowledge
and insight for the surrounding communities concerning
religious tourism. This illustrates that the tomb’s existence
provides opportunities for the surrounding population,
especially traders, to sell various kinds of goods, food,
and handicrafts around this site.
This study illustrates that as a site develops, the local
population can be exposed to evolving rights, duties,
and opportunities, such as schooling, jobs, family
responsibilities, economic, political, and religious
activities (Dollahite, Marks & Dalton, 2018). This
is in line with the comments of Li et al. (2020) that
religious tourism is a non-economic factor influencing
the community’s financial activities. The Tasikmalaya
community have witnessed the role or impact of religion
on human behaviour (Weber, 1993). This development
is also a source of finance to society because religious
tourism has social, economic, and cultural impacts that
are inseparable from the supporting elements, namely the
progress of those that reside in the vicinity of the tourist
attraction (Stylidis et al., 2014).
Sheikh Abdul Muhyi’s grave helps increase income for
the Regional Government of Tasikmalaya Regency.
Besides that, it also brings about social and economic
changes for the community, especially those that live
around the religious tourism site because they engage in
various businesses. Therefore, because it is God’s calling,
the workers go about their duties ethically (RadcliffeBrown, 2017). Religious tourism is a type of product
closely related to the spiritual status of humankind. It
is a tourist activity with a special meaning for religious
people, and it has many benefits (Heydari Chianeh, Del
Chiappa & Ghasemi, 2018; Kim, Kim & King, 2020).
These can be viewed from a historical perspective, for
example the existence of myths and legends about a
location, or can be reflected in its modern manifestation
as in the uniqueness and superiority of its architecture
(Bassano et al., 2019).
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Based on tourists’ demands, historical heritage and natural
resources in the Pamijahan area need to be appropriately
managed. Likewise, there is a need to provide facilities
that make it easier to fulfil the pilgrims’ spiritual
requirements. There is a need for synergy between the
community and the local government to jointly develop
amenities and facilities that are physically comfortable
and spiritually satisfying.

Pilgrimage is a unique action or behaviour that needs to
be studied further. While various forms of analysis have
been used to investigate this phenomenon (Luz, 2020;
Terzidou, 2020), such as sociology (Reader & Walter,
2016; Farias et al., 2019), the pilgrims’ impact on the
community’s social, economic, and cultural activities in
this modern era needs to be reviewed in much more detail
(Griffin & Raj, 2018; Rashid, 2018; Huang & Pearce,
2019).

Conclusion

The community under investigation in this paper has
witnessed a change in its social status, such as being
previously unemployed to having a job. Initially, those
that did not have businesses ended up establishing food
stalls, gift shops, bathroom rentals, etc. Improving their
economic status means increasing the parents’ income,
enabling their children to continue their education to a
higher level (Nomaguchi & Milkie, 2020). That way, it is
proven that the tomb’s existence provides opportunities
for the surrounding population, either economically,
socially, or culturally. The guests at the grave site request
various items. For example, pilgrims often require
clean water to perform religious rites, ablution rituals,
and storage of water because they believed in its holy
importance (Zamzam water as in Mecca). This is a
problem that the local government has to resolve. The
same goes for those that stay overnight, seeking spiritual
experiences that have nowhere to lay their heads.

The pilgrims who visit the Wali’s Tomb to meet their
psychological and spiritual needs create jobs for those
who are selling, rendering services, and other initiatives
that improve the local economy. However, this also has
social and cultural impacts. Therefore, the provincial
government needs to maintain, protect and care for the
Safarwadi Tombs and Caves and utilise and promote
them. There is also a need to invite all interested parties
to apply the 4A Concepts of Activities, Amenities,
Accessibility, and Attractions. This site makes the
area famous and allows the community to develop
economically around the burial site. The government has
to support these communities by providing good public
facilities for the convenience of everyone, as well as
developing proper access.
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